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Per a recent study, a majority of Germans wants to see strict action taken
against the targeted spread of disinformation in the news. Researchers in
the Science and Technology for Peace and Security (PEASEC) research
group at Technische Universität Darmstadt investigated how German citizens perceive and react to fake news and asked them what countermeasures they would consider to be most appropriate.
What phenomena have brought digitalisation to the fore in recent
years? What is “Fake News”?
Information technology plays a major role in managing peace and security
due to advances in digitalisation (Reuter, 2019) and especially in the everexpanding roll-out of interactive systems (Reuter, 2018).
At the very latest, the Fake News phenomenon made its mark in public and
scientific debate during the 2016 US presidential elections. Debates over
Fake News were also ongoing during the 2017 German parliamentary elections. Investigations into the effect of Fake News on the German elections
were conducted and showed that Fake News did not impact the outcome of
the elections (Sängerlaub, 2017). In the US, there are also claims that Fake
News had no influence on election results, despite its multiple occurrences
(Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017). The investigations point towards a difference
between the perception of Fake News, which influences a person’s attitude,
and the actual impact that Fake News has. Fake News is visible online and
has the potential to influence important social dynamics by affecting user
experiences on social media in different ways (Kaufhold and Reuter, 2015;
Reuter, Pätsch and Runft, 2017; Reuter and Kaufhold, 2018).
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Researchers of the Science and Technology for Peace and Security
(PEASEC) research group at Technische Universität Darmstadt carried out a
nation-wide representative study in Germany to probe deeper (Reuter et al.
2019). They addressed three key questions: how Fake News is assessed, individuals’ experience and handling of such disinformation, and individuals’
evaluation of countermeasures targeted at Fake News items. In this study,
Fake News is defined as all forms of false, inaccurate, or misleading information that is framed, presented and promoted for monetary gain or to intentionally cause public harm (Kaufhold and Reuter, 2015; Reuter, Pätsch
and Runft, 2017; Reuter and Kaufhold, 2018).
Results: The effects of Fake News on society and politics
84 per cent of the participants in the study considered Fake News to be
dangerous, because it manipulates public opinion. Furthermore, 68 per cent
of participants believed that Fake News was damaging democracy. Many
German citizens are fearful of disinformation being used to influence public
debates and elections. However, the good news is that Fake News’s influence has been rather small to date; the German 2017 elections did not see a
flood of Fake News. Moreover, the study’s results show that, in Germany,
Fake News is less likely to occur via traditional media than, for example, in
the USA. About half of the participants (48 per cent) indicated that they had
come across Fake News on social networks, and only 23 per cent had deleted or reported the Fake News they discovered.
The percentage of participants who had had a concrete experience with
Fake News lies between 23 per cent (deleted or reported Fake News) and 2
per cent (created or disseminated Fake News). These numbers may have
been skewed by the negative connotation that Fake News has; that is, how
undesirable it is in the public eye. With respect to ideological motives, empirical evidence suggests that the spread of disinformation is particularly pronounced within the context of right-wing populism and extremism. Leftleaning or liberal participants were more discerning of Fake News when encountering it. Socio-demographic factors such as age and education levels
also have a significant impact on how Fake News is handled: the results
proved that younger and more educated individuals are better informed
about Fake News.
How should Fake News be handled? What are some of the practical recommendations for action for policy makers?
The majority of the study’s participants supported relevant authorities react14
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ing swiftly to Fake News. 81 per cent of participants supported social media
platform providers deleting malignant or fabricated content and flagging
Fake News as such. 76 per cent supported the practice of transparent and
self-critical journalism and 72 per cent supported establishing public IT defence centres.

Methodology
The data in this article are drawn from a nation-wide representative online
survey, carried out in Germany in 2017 by the PEASEC research group at
Technische Universität Darmstadt. The ISO certified panel provider GapFish
(Berlin) was used, and the detailed survey results were published in 2019
(Reuter et al., 2019). The sample of participants (N=1,023) was adjusted according to age, religion, education and income levels in order to be representative of Germany’s adult population between the ages of 18 and 64. In
addition, participants from a wide range of education and income levels
were selected.
This study was supported by several partners: the German Federal Ministry
of Education and Research (Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung,
BMBF) and the Hessian Ministry for Science and the Arts (Hessisches Ministerium für Wissenschaft und Kunst, HMWK) via the National Research Centre for Applied Cybersecurity (Nationales Forschungszentrum für angewandte Cybersicherheit, CRISP); the BMBF as part of the KontiKat research group (13N14351); and the German Research Foundation (Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG) within the CRC 1119 CROSSING.
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